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Topics
SIL Training: our catalogue for 2015 is now available!
This year Vertech' offers new, even more in depth tailor-made training opportunities that adapt
perfectly to your needs.
We have restructured primary modules for basic SIL functionalities and secondary modules for
detailed main functionalities. Additionally, you will be able to create your own training sessions
depending on your specific requirements.
New training modules are added yearly as they become available.
We will be happy to assist you in creating your tailor-made training program.

For example:
To search for a SILC training
dedicated to Operators on
complete features of Multi-Article
Production:
Go to table of contents and
choose the corresponding training
block.

The link automatically
sends you to the training
program page for more
detailed information.

Download our SIL training catalogue

focus on 3 new functionalities
Compare productions using Multi Production
report:
Through the menu Printing/Reports/Quality, you
can compare the results of each set-out for a given
article for any production.
Select an article, a period, and click on OK.
You can also precise a type of control.

Better management of manual controls:
Control measurements are sometimes done
manually even though a device is available in the
plant.
In order to clearly identify the controls done
manually and the conditions of their performance,
they are now marked with two different icons:
Sample control has been done manually and
no device is associated to this control.
At least one sample control was done
manually even though there is a device
associated to this control.

Sampling date versus control date:
Controls are sometimes made long after containers have been collected from a line. For clearer
differentiation, SILQual now manages two different dates: sampling date and control date.
If the difference between the two is greater than 2 hours an icon is displayed as below.

Consult our SIL 2015 catalogue for other improvements
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